The iron line and the continuum-fitting methods are currently the two leading techniques for measuring black hole spins with electromagnetic radiation. They can be naturally extended for probing the spacetime geometry around black holes and testing general relativity in the strong field regime. In the past couple of years, there has been significant work to use the iron line method to test the nature of black holes. In this Letter, we use the continuum-fitting method and we show its capability of constraining the spacetime geometry around black holes by analyzing 17 RXTE data of the X-ray binary LMC X-1.
The iron line and the continuum-fitting methods are currently the two leading techniques for measuring black hole spins with electromagnetic radiation. They can be naturally extended for probing the spacetime geometry around black holes and testing general relativity in the strong field regime. In the past couple of years, there has been significant work to use the iron line method to test the nature of black holes. In this Letter, we use the continuum-fitting method and we show its capability of constraining the spacetime geometry around black holes by analyzing 17 RXTE data of the X-ray binary LMC X-1.
Einstein's theory of general relativity was proposed over a century ago and has successfully passed a large number of observational tests, mainly in the weak field regime [1] . Thanks to new observational facilities, tests of general relativity in the strong field regime are a hot topic nowadays. Astrophysical black holes are ideal laboratories for testing strong gravity. The spacetime geometry around these objects is thought to be well approximated by the Kerr solution [2, 3] , as deviations induced by a non-vanishing electric charge or by the presence of accretion disks or nearby stars is usually completely negligible [4] [5] [6] . On the other hand, macroscopic deviations from the Kerr geometry are predicted in models with exotic fields [7] , in a number of modified theories of gravity [8] , or as a result of large quantum gravity effects near the black hole event horizon [9] [10] [11] .
Black holes can be tested either with electromagnetic or gravitational wave techniques, and the two approaches are complementary. Electromagnetic tests [12] , strictly speaking, are more suitable to probe the couplings between the gravity and the matter sectors (geodesic motion of particles and non-gravitational physics in presence of gravity). Gravitational wave tests [13] can probe better the gravity sector itself (Einstein's Equations). It may be possible that new physics only shows up in one of the two spectra and not in the other one. When the two approaches can be compared to test the Kerr metric around black holes, they seem to provide similar constraints [14] .
The two leading electromagnetic techniques for measuring black hole spins under the assumption of the Kerr metric are X-ray reflection spectroscopy (or analysis of the iron line) [15, 16] and the continuum-fitting method (or analysis of the thermal spectrum) [17, 18] . Both techniques can be naturally extended to test the Kerr black * Corresponding author: bambi@fudan.edu.cn hole hypothesis [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In the past few years, there has been significant work to test black holes using X-ray reflection spectroscopy and there are now a number of published results on observational constraints using data from XMM-Newton, Suzaku, and NuSTAR data [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . In this Letter, we start testing the Kerr metric using the continuum-fitting method. We employ our new model nkbb [29] and we analyze 17 RXTE observations of the stellar-mass black hole in LMC X-1 to constrain possible deviations from the Kerr solution.
The continuum-fitting method is the analysis of the thermal spectrum of a geometrically thin and optically thick accretion disk around a black hole [17] . Geometrically thin accretion disks are normally described by the Novikov-Thorne model [30, 31] , which is the relativistic generalization of the Shakura-Sunyaev model [32] . The disk is assumed to be on the equatorial plane, perpendicular to the black hole spin, and the inner edge of the disk is set at the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO). From the conservation of mass, energy, and angular momentum, we infer the time averaged radial structure of the disk. In the Kerr spacetime, the thermal spectrum of the disk turns out to depend only on five parameters: black hole distance D, inclination angle of the disk with respect to the line of sight of the observer i, black hole mass M , black hole spin parameter a * , and mass accretion rateṀ . Since the spectrum is degenerate with respect to these five parameters, spin measurements require independent estimates of D, i, and M , and the fit can provide the spin parameter a * and the mass accretion rateṀ [17, 18] .
nkbb follows the so called bottom-up approach. The thermal spectrum of the accretion disk is calculated in a parametric black hole spacetime, where possible deviations from the Kerr geometry are quantified by introducing ad hoc deformation parameters. The spirit behind this approach is to perform a null-experiment and check arXiv:2001.08391v1 [gr-qc] 23 Jan 2020 whether astronomical data require that all deformation parameters vanish; that is, the Kerr metric is sufficient to model the data well. Among the many proposed parametric black hole spacetimes in literature, here we use the Johannsen metric [33] , whose line element and basic properties are briefly reviewed in the Supplemental Material (SM). As a preliminary study to illustrate the constraining power of the continuum-fitting method to test the Kerr metric, we employ the simplest version of the Johannsen metric with only one deformation parameter, α 13 . LMC X-1 was discovered in 1969 as the first extragalactic X-ray binary [34, 35] . The system consists of a stellarmass black hole and an O-giant companion star. The distance of the source, the black hole mass, and the inclination angle of the orbit, which are three key-quantities in the continuum-fitting method, have been estimated to be D = 48.10 ± 2.22 kpc, M = 10.91 ± 1.54 M , and i = 36.38 ± 2.02 deg, respectively [36, 37] . LMC X-1 is characterized by a quite stable bolometric luminosity, which is about 16% of its Eddington luminosity L Edd [37] and thus nicely meets the standard criterion required to use the continuum-fitting method: sources with an accretion luminosity in the range 5% to 30% L Edd [18] .
The measurement of the spin parameter of the black hole in LMC X-1 using the continuum-fitting method was presented in [37] , and here we follow that study. There are 55 pointed observations of LMC X-1 with the Proportional Counter Array (PCA) onboard RXTE [38] . To use the continuum-fitting method, it is desirable to choose thermal dominant spectral data, which are defined by three conditions [39] : i) the flux of the thermal component accounts for more than 75% of the total 2-20 keV unabsorbed flux, ii) the root mean square (RMS) variability in the power density spectrum in the 0.1-10 Hz range is lower than 0.075, and iii) quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) are absent or very weak. Imposing these three conditions, we only have 3 observations, which are named "gold spectra" in [37] as they are supposed to be more suitable for the continuum-fitting method. Relaxing condition i), we have 14 more observations, which are named "silver spectra" in [37] 1 . Additionally, we require that the accretion luminosity is in the range 5% to 30% in order to assure that the accretion disk is geometrically thin and the inner edge is at the ISCO [18] , but this is always satisfied in the RXTE observations of LMC X-1.
The data reduction is described in SM. We fit each of the 17 observations with the XSPEC model [40] TBabs×(simpl×nkbb) .
TBabs describes the Galactic absorption [41] and we freeze the hydrogen column density to N H = 4.6 · 10 21 cm −2 [36] ; however, its exact value does not matter considering it is low and we are analyzing RXTE data. nkbb describes the thermal spectrum of the accretion disk [29] . The distance of the source D, the black hole mass M , and the inclination angle of the orbit i are frozen to 48.10 kpc, 10.91 M , and 36.38 deg, respectively; at this stage, we ignore their uncertainties. The hardening factor is frozen to 1.55 for all observations, which is the value found in [37] . We checked that its impact is weak and we get very similar results even if we use 1.45 or 1.65. The hardening factor varies with luminosity, but LMC X-1 varies modestly around 16% of its Eddington limit, which justifies the use of a fixed value. The spin parameter a * and the mass accretion rate are always free parameters to be determined by the fit. The deformation parameter α 13 is first set to zero (Kerr metric) in order to check if we can recover the results of Ref. [37] , and then it is left free in order to measure possible deviations from the Kerr spacetime. simpl converts a fraction f SC of thermal photons into a power-law-like spectrum with photon index Γ to describe the radiation from the corona [42] , providing a superior description of the Comptonization at low energies as compared to a powerlaw. Since the data do not permit us to determine Γ, we freeze it to 2.5, as in [37] . Employing a different value for Γ has a marginal impact on the estimate of the other parameters [37] . In the end, the model has 3 free parameters (a * ,Ṁ , and f SC ) when we assume the Kerr metric and 4 (even α 13 ) otherwise.
The constraints on the spin parameter a * and the deformation parameter α 13 for every observation are shown in Fig. 1 , while Tab. I in SM summarizes the best-fit values. Roughly speaking, the continuum fitting method measures the position of the inner edge of the disk, which is set at the ISCO in the Novikov-Thorne model and only depends on the spin parameter in the Kerr spacetime. This allows us to measure the black hole spin when we assume the Kerr metric. Relaxing the Kerr hypothesis, the situation is more complicated. As we can see from Fig. 1 , there is a strong correlation between a * and α 13 . Now the ISCO is set by a * and α 13 (see [43] for more details), so it is difficult to constrain the values of a * and α 13 . If we combine all observations together 2 , we obtain the constraints in Fig. 2 and the measurement of a * and α 13 is (90% confidence level for one relevant parameter) a * = 0.998 −0.44 , α 13 = 0.32 +0.04 −3.1 .
In order to take the observational uncertainties of D, M , and i into account, we proceed as in Ref. [37] and we run Monte Carlo simulations assuming that the uncertainties in these parameters are normally and independently distributed. The result of 2,000 simulations is shown in Fig. 3 Constraints on the spin parameter a * and the deformation parameter α13 for observations 1-17. The red, green, and blue curves represent, respectively, the 68%, 90% and 99% confidence level curves for two relevant parameters (∆χ 2 = 2.30, 4.61, and 9.21, respectively). The gray region is ignored because includes pathological spacetimes (see SM for more details). 
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Johannsen metric
The Johannsen metric is not a black hole solution from a specific theory of gravity but a parametric black hole metric in which possible deviations from the Kerr geometry are quantified by an infinite number of deformation parameters [33] . The Johannsen metric exactly reduces to the Kerr metric when all the deformation parameters vanish. It can thus be used to test the Kerr metric within the spirit of a null-experiment: we fit astronomical data of black holes to infer the values of the deformation parameters and check whether they vanish, as is required by the Kerr solution. If a possible deviation from the Kerr solution is found, the Johannsen metric is not suitable to measure the deviation from the Kerr geometry and it is necessary to use a different approach.
In its simplest form, which is the version employed in our work, the Johannsen metric has only one deformation parameter, named α 13 (see [33] for the origin of this parameter). In Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, the line el- 
where a = a * M , Σ = r 2 + a 2 cos 2 θ, ∆ = r 2 − 2M r + a 2 , and
For α 13 = 0, we recover the Kerr metric. In order to have a regular exterior region, we have to impose |a * | ≤ 1 (as in the Kerr metric, for |a * | > 1 there is no event horizon and the central singularity is naked) and the following restriction on α 13 [44] 
Note that α 13 enters the metric coefficients g tt , g tφ , and g φφ . It thus affects the structure of the accretion disk, modifying the Keplerian gas motion and moving the ISCO radius. Qualitatively speaking, α 13 > 0 (< 0) increases (decreases) the strength of the gravitational force, so it moves the ISCO radius to higher (lower) values and this explains the strong correlation with the spin parameter in the plots shown in the Letter.
Data reduction and analysis
In our study, we analyzed 17 observations of the Proportional Counter Array (PCA). PCA was on board of the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE), which was launched in 1995 and decommissioned in 2012. PCA was designed to study far-away faint sources in the 2-60 keV energy range and consisted of 5 proportional counter units (PCUs), which comprised of Xenon layers to detect photons. We used the Heasoft version 6.25 to reduce the data and unprocessed data files were downloaded from the HEASARC website.
We used the pulse-height spectra of only PCU-2 because it is the best calibrated PCU and is the most operational one. "Standard 2" mode data were used for reduction. To derive the spectra, data from all the Xenon layers were combined for PCU-2. Background spectra were obtained by the latest "faint source" background model provided by the RXTE team and using the ftool pcabackest. The final spectra were then obtained by subtracting the background spectra from the total spectra. The response files were constructed and combined for each layer using the ftool pcarsp. We added a systematic error of 0.1% to all the PCA energy channels. Finally, the data were corrected for calibration using the python script pcacorr [45] .
We only used data in the energy range 3-20 keV. Below 3 keV, calibration effects become dominant (see, e.g., Ref. [46] ) and, in particular, the pcacorr correction is not valid in this regime. Above 20 keV, the background becomes dominant and the calibration is uncertain.
The best-fit values of observations 1-17 are reported in Tab. I. 
